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Dear interested parties, dear researchers
In today's DSI News we look back on the past spring semester. Representing this: the end
of this year' s lecture series, the video series on rescue robots and the approaching
conclusion of the National Research Programme NRP 75 «Big Data».
Other topics include three newly launched DSI Infrastructures & Labs, the official launch of
our DSI Strategy Lab 2022 and the search for research assistants for two DSI projects as
well as valid candidates for a fellowship as a DSI Bridge Postdoc.
Finally, we look back on an interesting event and announce exciting upcoming ones - in
the near and even more distant future.
We hope you enjoy the reading and wish you a sunny summer.
The Digital Society Initiative team

News

DSI LECTURE SERIES 2022

The Future of Work
Over the past three months, we have been taking a close look at the future of the world
of work: We have learned, for example, that a healthy dose of humor never hurts in
everyday work. We now know what challenges the bike-riding food delivery people have
to contend with. And we agree that digitalization will not lead to the end of work.
If you're wondering what the end of work or the cyclists are all about, you're in for a treat:
Click here for the video recordings of our event series «The Future of Work».
We would like to thank the DSI Community Work for organizing the event series and the
numerous visitors for their interest.

NEW PROJECTS

DSI Infrastructures & Labs
DSI Infrastructures & Labs are jointly usable infrastructures or structural vessels that are
intended to generate collaborative settings for research - always with reference to the
digital transformation, of course. Synergies and new forms of cooperation are to be
made possible from the bundling of existing competencies and people.
We are pleased to present three new projects to you today:
Mind the Patient Lab / DSI GIS-Hub / One-Health Infrastructure
Information on the DSI Infrastructures & Labs already launched last year can be found
here.

VIDEO SERIES

«Should robots rescue people?»
Modern robotics has made enormous progress in recent years. Robots can be used in
more and more areas. This also applies to rescue and disaster relief. But rescuing
people through robots is easier thought than implemented. Our video series «Should
robots rescue people?» explores this question - on a technical, ethical and legal level.
We produced the six videos together with the Swiss Drone and Robotics Center SDRZ
DDPS, armasuisse Science and Technology and other experts from the Swiss Armed
Forces, ETH Zurich and the University of St. Gallen.
Click here for the videos.

NATIONAL RESEARCH PROGRAMME

NRP 75 «Big Data»
How our society perceives Big Data and accepts specific Big Data solutions depends
crucially on the correct handling of ethical, legal and social aspects.
As part of the National Research Programme NRP 75 «Big Data», a task force was set
up specifically for this topic. Four DSI experts contributed their expertise to the final
report:
Eleonora Viganò on the topic of «Big data and digital sovereignty»
Markus Christen on the topic of «Big data divide»
Michele Loi on «Risks of discriminating against certain groups when using big
data»

Christian Hauser on «Big data form the perspective of business ethics»
Read the full whitepaper here.

RESEARCH WITH SOCIAL MEDIA DATA

Citizen Dialogue
Members of our DSI Community Ethics are looking for
citizens for a citizen dialogue.
Topic: «What is your opinion on research with social
media data?» For example, research with data on
COVID-19 measures, the war in Ukraine or the
transplant law in Switzerland.
Participants will receive a Migros gift card worth CHF
40.
Share now or join in and register yourself.
Further information is available here.

WE ARE HIRING

DSI Bridge Postdoc Call
We are looking for researchers (PhD's) who are at the beginning of their academic
career and conduct interdisciplinary research on topics closely related to digitalization
and its impact on society. Possible research fields include digital health, digital ethics,
religion and digitization, digital humanities, legal tech, etc.
A fellowship, with a total budget of CHF 770,000, as a DSI Bridge Postdoc at the
University of Zurich is in the offing.
Apply now or share the information with valid candidates. The application deadline is
September 18, 2022.
Detailed information can be found here.

DSI STRATEGY LAB 2022

Artificial intelligence in medicine
«Artificial intelligence in medicine - where do we want to go?» This is the question
addressed by the DSI Strategy Lab 2022. 20 scientists from five faculties of the
University of Zurich and three university hospitals are dedicated to the area of conflict
between AI algorithms and decision-making in future healthcare applications.
The official kick-off took place on June 3 with the first workshop - held at our premises at
Rämistrasse 69 in Zurich.
More information about the DSI Strategy Lab 2022 can be found here.

DIZH

Ukraine: Funding of four projects
In the innovation program of the Digitalization Initiative of the Zurich Higher Education
Institutions (DIZH), four projects have been approved that, thanks to digital solutions, will
help deal with emergency situations resulting from the war against Ukraine.
The projects, funded with a total of CHF 400,000, are developing digital platforms, a
videogame and a concept for economic reforms.
More information about the individual projects can be found here.

FOR MASTER AND DOCTORAL STUDENTS

Innovathon 2022: Mobility & Work
In the fall semester of 2022, Master's and Doctoral students will have the opportunity to
actively contribute to real innovations. The UZH Innovation Hub is holding two
Innovathons at once:
The Digitialization of Mobility - in collaboration with our DSI Community Mobility
Building a Human-Centered Future of Work - in collaboration with our DSI Community
Work
Interested? Or an exciting opportunity for someone in your class or peers? Register now
or share info.

EVENT AT THE DSI

Algorithmic Fairness
On June 8 and 9, nearly 50 researchers met at the DSI premises for the first European
Workshop on Algorithmic Fairness (EWAF'22).
This research field is dedicated to the question of how fairness can be understood and
evaluated in the age of algorithms. As research on this topic is often focused on the
U.S., the workshop brought together the European research community for the first time
to discuss issues that are more relevant in the European context.
Learn more about EWAF'22 here.

DSI PROJECTS

Research assistants wanted
We are looking for research assistants for two DSI projects.
The two projects deal with the implementation of sustainable development goals and
the social acceptance of drones in Switzerland:
SDGnets@ZH Projekt / Societal Acceptance of Drones in Urban Switzerland
(SADUS)

INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP

«To trust or not to trust»
The integration of artificial intelligence (AI) into clinical care is evolving rapidly. This
ranges from diagnostic image analysis in radiology to increasingly complex applications
such as prediction in intensive care units.
With the goal of strengthening scientific collaboration on the ethics of AI systems, the
DSI is involved in organizing the international meeting «To trust or not to trust: When
should AI be allowed to make decisions?» The event will be held in Lausanne
from September 7 to 9, 2022.
For more information on the event and to submit abstracts on the topic, click here.

DSI MANAGING OFFICE

Summer break
We're taking a break and hope you will too. 😎
You will receive the next DSI News in late summer and our office at Rämistrasse 69 in
Zurich will be closed from July 25 to August 5.
We wish you a sunny summer.

Events
23.06.

Die Roboter sind da
How can robots be used sensibly and what is the current
state of the art?
An event by ZHAW digital, held at Nüü.
More information

28.06.

Machine Unconsciousness
Lecture by Takashi Ikegami (University of Tokyo)
An event of the ZHdK, held at Kino Toni.
More information

30.06.

Book Launch: Conflict
Minerals INC.
Christoph N. Vogel tells the story of how the struggle
against «unethical» mining of rare minerals in Eastern
Congo has gone wrong.
A ZHdK event, held in the Immersive Arts Space.
More information

01.07.

Sommertagung «Teilhabe in
einer digitalen Gesellschaft»
An event of the Center for Education and Digital
Transformation of the PH Zurich.
More information

14.07.

Sunbelt @Europe Hub
Keynote «Role of digitalization in the analysis and
practice of social network in environmental/sustainability
governance» by Prof. Tyer A. Scott.
The event will take place as part of the Sunbelt @Europe
Hub at the DSI.
More information

16.-18.9.

HackZurich
Apply now for Europe's most prestigious hybrid
hackathon.
More information
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